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Evaluation of Mental Disorders along with Cardiovascular Diseases among Adult Patients in Tertiary Care Hospitals in Southern Punjab
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To determine the prevalence of psychiatric disorders in patients with cardiovascular disease and association between psychiatric disorders and cardiovascular diseases and.

Study Design: Cross Sectional study.

Place and Duration of Study: The study was conducted at cardiac wards of Ch. Pervaiz Elahi Institute of Cardiology, Multan from 27th May to 27th October 2020.

Materials and Methods: 200 patients of age above 25 years, both male and female with diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases were included in the study. Cardiovascular disease patients were evaluated to various psychiatric disorders, including depression, post trauma stress disorder, anxiety, dysthymia, and bipolar disorder, panic disorder with or without agoraphobia, social phobia, and psychosis. Those with comorbid psychiatric and cardiovascular diseases were evaluated for socioeconomic conditions. Education, income, occupation and debt were used as indicators for this evaluation. Collected data were analysed through computer software SPSS 23.

Results: Out of 200, 115 (57.5%) were male and 85 (42.5%) were female. Mean age of participants was 42.7±6.7 years. Among them, 94 (47%) were diagnosed positive for mental illness. 10 (10.6%; OR: 0.298) were detected for anxiety, 20 (21.2%; OR, 1.47) for depression, 21 (22.3%; OR, 1.056) for post trauma stress disorder, 7 (7.4%; OR, 0.26) for dysthymia, 5 (5.31%; OR, 0.14) for bipolar disorder, 15 (15.9%; OR, 1.69) for panic disorder, 6 (6.3%; OR, 0.75) for social phobia and 10 (10.6; OR 0.36) for psychosis. Majority 46.8% of diagnosed psychiatric disorders had less than 10 years of schooling, 41.4% were having monthly income less than 25,000 per month, 42.5% were skilled, and 58.5% were indebted.

Conclusion: It is concluded that post trauma stress disorder, depression and panic disorder are significantly correlated with cardiovascular diseases. Further, significant number of patients with comorbid mental and cardiovascular were found to have low educational status and were indebted which makes these two a risk factor in causing cardiac disorders.
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Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases are defined as illnesses related to circulatory system of body. Annually, cardiovascular diseases remain a significant cause of health decline throughout the world and leads to 17.2 million deaths. Similarly, In Pakistan a study concluded that 17.5% of studied population was suffering from cardiovascular diseases. Many risk factor have been associated with cardiovascular diseases, including obesity, high blood cholesterol level, drug abuse, poor diet plan, physical restriction,
and diabetes. In addition, psychological disorders such as a post traumatic disorders and adjustments disorders, a diagnosis given to one who present chronic depression and anxiety symptoms, have also been associated with cardiovascular diseases. However, the above association has only been studied in the high income countries, while Pakistan is still unknown to this study area. Further, Pakistan is one of the low income countries of the world. According to recent Word Bank report, around 24.3% of population of Pakistan is living under severe economic stress. A study has suggested, socio-economic indicators such as insufficient resources, shortage of food and debt have linear linkage with poor psychiatric health. Therefore, a study of association of psychiatric disorders with cardiovascular diseases in Pakistan can be a significant contribution to literature. In addition, if poor socioeconomic conditions are common findings in patient’s history of cardiovascular disease, it could be established that poor financial condition doesn’t limit to psychiatric illness but can lead to life-taking cardiovascular diseases.

In this study, we studied the prevalence of various mental disorders in patients with cardiovascular diseases and tried to develop association between two illnesses. In addition, socioeconomic conditions are evaluated as a major risk factor behind cardiovascular diseases.

Materials and Methods

The cross sectional study was conducted at Cardiac wards from 27th May to 27th October 2020 at Ch.Pervaiz Elahi Institute of Cardiology Multan. Patients visiting cardiac centres were included in study after confirmation of cardiovascular diseases from the physician. Patients of age above 25 year, both male and female were included in the study. The patients were informed of the study objectives and consent was taken. Confirmed cases of cardiovascular diseases were then assessed for psychiatric disorders. Patients were evaluated for mental disorders including depression, post trauma stress disorder, anxiety, dysthymia, bipolar disorder, panic disorder with or without agoraphobia, social phobia and psychosis. Diagnosis of psychiatric illness was made in two steps: initial screening through 12-item version of the General Health Questionnaire and final diagnosis was made through Psychiatrist Assessment Schedule. As the study was conducted in Southern Punjab where literacy rate is low; therefore, General Health Questionnaire, being brief and simple, was selected. Further, General Health Questionnaire has already established its validity in previous studies conducted in rural areas of Pakistan. The Psychiatrist Assessment Schedule, was not sufficient to identify all the disorders like psychosis. Therefore, such psychiatric illnesses were evaluated by investigating history and observing psychiatric health conditions. Interviews were conducted by trained psychiatrists with at least 5 years of experience. Apart from assessing existence of psychiatric disorders, interviewers were trained to evaluate socioeconomic conditions. Participants were interviewed for occupation, income, education and debt status. Each variable was further categorized. Occupation status was classified as skilled, unskilled and professional. Education status was subdivided into less than 10 years of education, up to 12 years and more than 16 years. Further, monthly income was divided into less than 25,000, up to 50,000 and more than 50,000. Debt status was evaluated in terms of presence or absence.

Data Analysis

Computer software SPSS version 23 was used for data entry and analyses. Results of Psychiatric Assessment Schedule were interpreted according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Psychiatric Disorders revised version. Frequency and percentages of various mental disorders and socioeconomic condition in each category were calculated using this software. Odd ratios (OR) were used to ascertain association between mental illness (predictor) and Cardio Vascular Diseases.

Results

Total 200 patients were part of study. Out of 200, 115 (57.5%) were male and 85 (42.5%) were female. Mean age of participants was 42.7± 6.7 years. All participants were initially screened for psychological disorders. Of these 200, 94 (47%) were diagnosed positive for psychiatric illness. 10 (10.6%) were detected for anxiety, 20 (21.2%) for depression, 21 (22.3%) for post trauma stress disorder, 7 (7.4%) for dysthymia, 5 (5.31%) for bipolar disorder, 15 (15.9%) for panic disorders, 6 (6.3%) for social phobia and 10 (10.6%) for psychosis. Table 1 indicates the statistical
significance and association of each psychiatric illness with development of cardiovascular diseases. Theses 94 patients were then assessed for their socio-economic conditions.

Among the participated population, various mental disorders were seen significantly comorbid with cardiovascular disorders as concluded by Carrel et al. Similarly, consistent with our finding, Osborn et al conducted a cohort study of people suffering from variant psychiatric illness and found that those who suffered from life time mental disorders developed cardiovascular disease latter in their life. In addition, in a similar study conducted on population of United States of America, Goodwin et al found five of our evaluated psychiatric illnesses among the patients of Cardiovascular Diseases. Furthermore, the study tried to ascertain the risk associated with each evaluated psychiatric illness in development of cardiovascular diseases. Our results suggested that when considered individually, post trauma stress disorder, panic disorder and depression are significant risk factors for cardiovascular diseases. In compliance with our results, the significance of post trauma stress disorder is concluded in a study conducted on Danish people by Gradus et al. Similarly, depression is concluded as significant risk factor in causing mortality in cardiovascular disease patients. Although, to our knowledge, no organized data is available to validate panic disorder as a risk factor in development of cardiovascular diseases. Our results suggested that when considered individually, post trauma stress disorder, panic disorder and depression are significant risk factors for cardiovascular diseases. In compliance with our results, the significance of post trauma stress disorder is concluded in a study conducted on Danish people by Gradus et al. Similarly, depression is concluded as significant risk factor in causing mortality in cardiovascular disease patients. Although, to our knowledge, no organized data is available to validate panic disorder as a risk factor in development of cardiovascular diseases; yet, Fleet at al has reviews two studies which declare panic disorder as statistically significant risk factor in cardiovascular disease development. Apart from the three significant psychiatric illness, other evaluated disorders when analysed individually were not found significant; however, certain cohort studies, based on longitudinal data, declared them equally significant in development of cardiovascular diseases or might even lead to mortality. We also assessed the extent of role played by
socioeconomic conditions in causing psychiatric illness. Four indicators: education, household income, occupation and debt were used as a measure to determine socioeconomic conditions. The results showed that majority of patients with cardiovascular disorders, visited schools for less than 10 years while minority had 16 years of education. Similar results were deduced by another study where education was used as an indicator to evaluate depression in pregnant women. The house income as an indicator showed slightly surprising results. Although the majority among psychiatric disorders were earning >25,000, but this number was no significant as comparable figure was found of those who were earning < 15,000. This concluded that income may or may not be a significant determent of psychiatric illness. Our results are, however, contrasted by the results of another study that found income as a major aggravator of psychiatric illness. Similarly, profession doesn’t seem to be related with psychiatric health problems as almost similar figures were found of unskilled, skilled and professionals. These results were also found in contrast with major studies in literature. Lastly, debt burden showed positive correlation with psychiatric illness as majority among the mentally ill declared themselves indebted as concluded by Amit et al. However, our study has some loopholes as well. The study was case-control, conducted on a small sample size which might result in erroneous interpretation of analyses for entire population. It is recommended to conduct cohort study types with larger sample size so that further insights about the inter-relation of the variables can be gained.

Conclusion
It is concluded that majority of cardiac patients of tertiary care hospitals of Southern Punjab had a history of psychiatric illness. Post trauma stress disorder, depression and panic disorder are significantly correlated with cardiovascular diseases. Further, significant numbers of patients with comorbid mental and cardiovascular were found to have low educational status and were indebted which makes these two a risk factor in causing cardiac disorders.
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